
 

 

Ninian Stories. 

Andy Raine has written these accompanying reflections which are for you to ponder 
and answer as Ninian’s story interacts with your own.  May God lead you and bless 
you as you do so. 

 

1. An introduction to the life and times of Ninian  
1a) (after Rome, but before heading home) 

Ninian was tireless in his pursuit of truth, 

     even if it meant going out of his way to find, 

      even it meant a change of his plans, 

      even if it took him where didn’t expect! 

He made himself available, even if it made him vulnerable. 

1b)  (Martin and Ninian) 

Life-GIVING connections -  open to connecting deeply 

                                               in a life-CHANGING way. 

1c)  (Marmoutiers and Tours) 

Martin’s imitators became instigators. 

His disciples were deployable. 

He taught a life-style of prayer that was transferable. 

 

2. The Healing of a King  (Tuduvallus the king, probably in Mann) 

Being cured of our BLINDNESS, 

                     especially of the STUBBORNNESS that will not have the truth 

                      or refuses to be budged out of familiar patterns. 

 

3) The Talking Baby  (a question of paternity) 

This is a question of paternity!  Whose are we? 

Our speech can steal, kill or destroy  

                     (– so are we a mouthpiece for the Father of Lies?) 

OR our words can bring life in its widest context,  

                         and can we be like our Father in Heaven,  

                                  causing His sun to shine 

                                         and His face to smile  

                                  on the good and evil alike, 

                                       the likeable and the unlikeable? 

 

Are we open to hearing the voice of God  

                             through a child? 

                            someone we assume has nothing to teach us? 

                            or who we dismiss as irrelevant? 

 

 

 



 

 

4)  (Ninian’s Cave) 

We need to learn to self-isolate, 

                               to know God 

                               and to know our self 

                               in the Cave of the Heart, 

                       emerge stronger, 

                                      more vulnerable,  

                                      more self-aware, 

                                      more God-aware. 

From being in the Cave we are connected to the Source, 

                                                                           to the Fire, 

                                                                           to the healing power  

                                                          that was at work in the wise and the good. 

 

5. The Miracle of the Leeks and Herbs 

 Learn to not think lack, but to be generous with others. 

Learn to keep looking to God for provision, to recognise Him as our source, 

and to recognise that I too am a garden that constantly needs watering, 

                                                                                 (because ‘I leak!’)  

6) The Circle of Protection  (Blessing the cattle – and the thieves!) 

 

Learning to bless, to be the bigger person, 

                                and to draw the bigger circle, 

                                 including even the religious or small-minded, 

                                 making room for those who exclude us, 

                                 finding God in places we didn’t think He dared to go.  

 

Try writing your own circling prayer, thinking about who you would want to encircle in these times. 

 

 

 

7)  The Miracle of Protection from the Rain (reading in the rain)  

 

We need to know what God says TO US,  

                                                            in our separate micro-climate, 

                                                             God’s correction individually 

                                                             or God’s blessing individually, 

                                                             whatever’s happening around us.    

This is good training for times when He may want you to swim upstream, 

                                                                (or run INTO a burning building) 

 

 

 



 

 

8)  The Stolen Staff (The student in BIG trouble) 

 

What are the idols,                      

                  the non-negotiables,       

                  the entrenched things, 

that make us act like we’ve gone mad? 

 

Is God our first love?     (or is it books?) 

Or is it whatever WE think will be the key to our happiness? 

 

 

 

9) The Miraculous Healing at St Ninian’s Tomb   (The son in desperate need of deep healing) 

 

Being healed from crippling hurts – 

                                  the weakness of the body, 

                                  the wounding of the soul, 

                                   the thwarting of the spirit. 

Being healed of damage from old memories –  

                                                       hurts inherited from family, 

                                                       hurts perpetrated by churches and institutions, 

                                              from disappointments in relationship 

                                                        or disillusionment with Community. 

Make me brave enough to face all that is unresolved in my heart. 

Make me vulnerable, so I can be made available, deployable, 

                                                      and less likely to damage other people. 

‘Make my heart to grow as great as Thine,  

so through my hurt Your love may shine, 

my love be Yours, Your love be mine.’ 

 

10) Baby Jesus on the Altar   (A priest and his encounter with the Christ-babe) 

 

  Being LOVED, we are complete and overflowing, 

                           we  have energy to be interested in others  

 


